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About This Game
Rogue Star Rescue is a fast-paced roguelite bullet hell shooter with tower defense elements. Shoot your way through diverse
alien planets while strategically gathering traps and resources for the epic boss fights. Defend your planet and stop the
catastrophic Rogue Star from annihilating everything.

The Rogue Star
Our galaxy is about to be destroyed. A massive Rogue Star has formed from the cosmos and is on a direct collision path. It
threatens to vaporize everything. Leaders from planets around the galaxy have assembled a top team of fighters to stop the
Rogue Star at all costs. We are the Team.
The evil aliens from a neighboring galaxy see the Rogue Star as an opportunity to destroy their long time rivals. They learn of
the Team and rush to their galaxy to their plans while the Rogue Star inches ever closer.

The Galaxy
The Galaxy is a collection of diverse planets with strange inhabitants. Choose your own non-linear path through the galaxy and
explore each planet carefully. Planets such as the Terra, Beach, Steampunk, Ice, Desert, Fire, Toxic, and Haunted. The map of
the galaxy is always expanding, with mysteries and surprises around every cover.
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Heroes
Choose from one of the elite team members, each with a personal drive to save their home planet from annihilation. You will
interact with other team members throughout your quest. They may stop by to help you fight on their home planets or contact
you with useful tips about your mission.

Weapons and Items
Discover and unlock dozens of unique items. Collect different combinations of guns and passive items to enable powerful
synergies. You'll find everything from advanced space weaponry to historical weapons and everything in between. On top of
carrying your main gun, you'll also have an arsenal of powerful grenades ready at the tap of a button.

Traps and Defense
While exploring each planet you must gather traps and resources to face an epic boss and his waves of minions. Strategically
place traps that slow, block, push, spike, burn, freeze and shoot at enemies. Upgrade your traps to make them stronger, and
choose specialized attributes based on your player.

Your Choices, Your Ending
Choose which planets you travel to and make important decisions that decide the fate of your galaxy. Each outcome is different.
Will you save the galaxy from total annihilation? Or perhaps be vaporized in the process?
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Title: Rogue Star Rescue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Chute Apps
Publisher:
Chute Apps
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 or later
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6320 (2*1866) or equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce 7600 GS (512 MB) or equivalent
Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Bought this on a whim even though I usually don't do early access. I was actually pleasantly surprised! Much more polished than
most early access games. It adds a tower defense element to the Gungeon\/Nuclear Throne formula without shoving it down
your throat. The tower defense elements ended up being my favorite part of the game. I wouldn't be surprised if this one makes
it way to Switch\/PS4 after early access. New content every week or two. Oh, and this game has secrets, secrets, secrets! If you
are one of those people who take pride in playing games "before they are cool" then pick this one up now.. I like the game! It
offers more than I expected - on top of satisfying shooting, there\u2019s TD, and a compelling story.
And the developers are very responsive, I reported a bug and it was fixed in the following update.
Rogue Star Rescue is definitely moving in the right direction. I\u2019m waiting for its console release, preferably Nintendo
Switch.. Bought this on a whim even though I usually don't do early access. I was actually pleasantly surprised! Much more
polished than most early access games. It adds a tower defense element to the Gungeon\/Nuclear Throne formula without
shoving it down your throat. The tower defense elements ended up being my favorite part of the game. I wouldn't be surprised if
this one makes it way to Switch\/PS4 after early access. New content every week or two. Oh, and this game has secrets, secrets,
secrets! If you are one of those people who take pride in playing games "before they are cool" then pick this one up now.. I'm
impressed, seriously! At first glance it's a simple arcade shooter... but there is much more delicious stuff inside :)
Even at the Early Access stage, the game has lots of fun
1) Movement \\ jumps \\ teleportation - set high dynamics
2) weapon options \\ limited ammo \\ reloading guns - add complexity and game becomes like a challenge
3) Defense mode with traps - adds strategically diverse game style
4) Power-ups \\ upgrades \\ in-game money - I love it :)
I like Rogue Star Rescue precisely for this combination of dynamics and strategy. Keep up good work and looking forward to a
full release!. I'm impressed, seriously! At first glance it's a simple arcade shooter... but there is much more delicious stuff inside
:)
Even at the Early Access stage, the game has lots of fun
1) Movement \\ jumps \\ teleportation - set high dynamics
2) weapon options \\ limited ammo \\ reloading guns - add complexity and game becomes like a challenge
3) Defense mode with traps - adds strategically diverse game style
4) Power-ups \\ upgrades \\ in-game money - I love it :)
I like Rogue Star Rescue precisely for this combination of dynamics and strategy. Keep up good work and looking forward to a
full release!. I like the game! It offers more than I expected - on top of satisfying shooting, there\u2019s TD, and a compelling
story.
And the developers are very responsive, I reported a bug and it was fixed in the following update.
Rogue Star Rescue is definitely moving in the right direction. I\u2019m waiting for its console release, preferably Nintendo
Switch.
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